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1. GmERAL 

1.1 This section provides REA borrowers, consulting engineers, and 
other interested parties with information for use in the design, 

construction, and operation of REA borrowers I telephone systems. It · 
replaces Issue No. 2, November 1965; Addendum No. 11 April 1966; and 
Addendum No. 2, December 1969. 

1.2 This section updates information on the use of ringing equiµnent 
and provides the latest guidelines for ringing system design. The 

principal changes include: 

1.21 Greater emphasis and detail on the use of straight-line biased 
ringers for certain applicationso 

1.22 Introduction of the Grounded Unlike Ringing Frequencies (GURF) 
mode of ringing. 

1.23 E>cpa.nsion and updating of material on long loop ringing. 

1 .24 A discussion of "special" ringing problemso 

1 • 25 Changing from divided straight-line rip.ging i for two-party lines 
to bridged 20- and JO-cycle tuned ringing. · 

1.26 Introduction of ringing load splitting. 



1 027 Re~ommendat.ion that vibrator ringlng generators be replaced. 

1 .,J The t01:-m 11ringir1g system" as used her.ein refera to an electrical 
power sow.ce (generator) having one or more output voltages and 

frequencies which when applied over a suitable circuit to one or more 
suitable electro-acoustic transducers (ringers) produces an audible sound 
to attract, a peroon to answer a telephone. Ringing generators are normally 
furnished as part of the central office equipment (COE) and ringers are 
usually purchased. as part of an order for telephone sets, frequently from 
a different manufacturer than the manufacturer. of the central office 
equipmente This section stresses the s;rs_!em aspects of ringing so that 
the system design. Engineer will understand how the separately purchased 
components must work together as a system. 

1 .4 The principal tYPes of ringing systems discussed and reconmended 
herein are one party bridged ringing systems, and two- and four

party bridged tuned ringing systems, for use on voice frequency loops. 
Except where specific references are made to carrier systems, it should 
be asswned that the material herein applies only to voice frequency loops. 

1 .5 Other ringing systems and techniques which are recommended for use 
in special situations are also discussed. These include 8-party 

divided multifrequency, four-party GURF ringing, long loop ringing tech
niques, and ringing considerations when subscriber carrier systems are 
used. 

1 06 ,Su12erii:nposed ringing systems are not recommended for new instal-
1ation2 but existing systems m.ay be retained for four-party full 

selective service in exchanges which have only short loops. Superimposed 
ringing sholL1d not be used on loops exceeding 2000 ohms resistance. 

1. 7 "Div:i.ded r.inging" which means that the ringers on each line are con-
nected from either line conductor to ground, is the most advantageous 

method of ringing from ringability, selectivity, and as a means of pre
venttng bell tapping d.urin.g dialing. It is required with certain types of 
Automatic Number Identification (ANI) systems. D:i;vi.ded ringing is also 
advantageous from maintenance considerations because it makes it possible 
to ring a station in the "off hook" cond:l.tion, and is in effect a built-
in open~gro1md alarm device. Therefore, from ~trict.ly ringing considerations, 
divided ringing would usually be preferable to bridged ringing. However, 
because of noise considerations and, under some conditions, because of cross 
ringing, ·!?Ti~cLi::&iiing is reco~~ in most applications in the fol~o~g 
paragraphs. A recent Bell System study indicates that on the average, it is 
reasonable to expect a 10 Db :Lmprovement :Ln balance with bridged ringing, as 
compared with divi.ded ringing. If ringing problems occur with bridged ring
ing, .it may be possible to correct them by changing to divided or GURF ring
ing, provided that t.he increased susceptiveness that. usually occurs when 
ringers are connected to ground does not r·esult in an unacceptable n,'.)ise level. 
This recommendation for bridged r:Lng:'J..ng means that ANI systems which ut,ilize 
either a ringer windtng or a. special inductor connected from line t0 g1 )tmd 
du:rl..ng the talking con.di tiori are not recommended. 
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1 .. 8 Specially dasigm~d and tested r~s are r~oo tl(p im'.mre 

adequate ringing on long cable loopBo In this ~~cti@n» loKt..g C.@.ble 

loops are dsfined as cabls loops having de rssistancss xs-@~g from 2000 

to 4300 ohms .. Further discussion of long loop ringing i~ iID.@ltAdsd in 

paragraphs J.,8 and 3,,9,, 

2 .. RINO!RS 

2o1 The most cOll'llllon form of ringer is an slect:r~chmrl.csl t:rmeducGir 

which hns a perm..~~ent_magn®t in a magnetic circmt eonBi@ti.ng of a 

frame» core~ magnetic ahuntll and pivoted ru".fflature in an dr gapo The 

nux through the magnetic circuit is alternately increaeoo &nd decreased 

when ac ringing voltage ia applied to a coil (or coilG) &nu"l"Otmdirlg the 

core, causing the armature to turn on i tll:l ]?i'Vot » and a clapper atte.r.::hed 

to the armature to strike a gong ( or gongs}., 

2o11 Straight-Lins Biased Ringers= The straight 0 line bi&a0d ~inger is 

one .mi.ch is designed to be reasonably sensitive to th0 iiUl.gnitude 

or the applied volt~ and insensitiw to the fr.equancy of the applied 

voltage8 It relies on a biasing apring to mippreas its ~spouse to 

spurious voltages., The big advantage of straight=lina biased ringers 

over other t,ypes of ringers is ~versalitzo That iaJ) one bardc :ringer 

will be used in a majority of telephone sets rather than hav.ing four 

different ringers as with a multifrequency systems In proparly designed 

one party systems, ill telephones can be ~quipped mth the identical type 

of ringaX' except for a few specialty telephoneao Becwas the sound output 

of a straight~line ringer is not affected by rn:lno~ f:requency d~if'ts of the 

ringing generator, neither the frequency stability of th® generator nor 

the adjustment of ringers is critical., Most makes of BrtZ'dght,..,line ringers 

are also less expensive than other types of ring~rso Th(;!! diaiadvant~s of 

straight-line ringers are g ( 1 ) Mors &l.'i.Sceptible to bell tapping during 

diP..11.ng when connect.ad bridged, and ( 2) more susceptibl~ 'to bell tapping 

on lightning surges. when connected q.irldedo A biasing i:Jp.ting is prodded 

to cont,rol these spurious responses but increased bias spring tension 

reduces the ringing range~ so that a heavily biaa0d at~&ight~l:.tne ringer 

has less ringing range than a 20 Hz tuned rlnger., 

2.,12 'I\med Ring$rS ~ Tuned rlnger~ ~e da~ig:ned so til'Aat th~ resonant 

.frequency of the mechanical oo'iYing system is~® s~ u ths fN= 

quency of one o.t the voltage outputs of a rlnging gemer~toz,,, Th.s elisctricru. 

constants of' the ringer are also adjusted ao that the ®lectrlcal.. resonant 

.frequency of each X"inger approodmates its mechanical resonant frequency., 

This rssrults in a ringer that is wey sensitive to SI, certain. frequancy and 

very insensitive to all other frsq12snciaa., Tuned cing®ir~ MW the ~van.,., 

tages of greater ringing ranges and leiaa ~arnaitivity to gipwrious volt.agaB 

than other types of ringers~ provided the ringer a.djummsnte gs ~cOOX'&tsly 

set e.nd ms.intained, ar.d providsd the ringing gen~r~to~ fwequ®nci~~ ~ 

stable and accm"~tely sst.. This principal disadvMtagel';lJ @f tum.@d rl~0:rre 

are that (1) their adjustment is critical and is OOX"<S diffi©Ult to &'.'!st md 
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to maint,ainj) "111d (2) th~.t 8ll, l1'irtgar tuned to a dii".ferent frequency is 
requir®d for e&eh P3JFty on a bridg®d !/mlltiparty lineo Thes® a~ dis
advantages .1tpply .tlso on mul ti~y dl.i 'l!ided ringing linas except that 
ringers of the same frequency CM ba assigned to two parties on a line. 
These complicati<; rln.ger maint0na.rscep ~tcH:nng,ll <1md :in~n.toriea., Each 
di.ffer®nt l:'esonant .frcaquoocy used f.or th~ ringer/5J re~a both a primary 
and & sta11dby ringing generato:rt' c,iu.tput of thi~ amoo frequency., Mw. ti• 
frequency ~i~iging generators ar"e sub~tantially mor~ coatly Md oocupy 
more space than equi v8\lem siK!.gle frequency gen®r,1,1.'t,or9,., A minor dis
advantage of tuned :r.:L~al's is. that. th® quality of ths output sound of 
each is different for each different fr0q11encyo 

2. i 3 When used at. m!dn sta.tions» straight-line and tuned ringers should 
ha,i\;l a sound output of at least 75 dB rapo at a distance of one 

meter o (DB :rap iooans dB above Reference Acoustic Prsasura 0 Zero dB rap 
"' 0.0002 dynes/cm2 0) .An adequate sound output under specified conditions 
is one of the crH,eK'ia ~sed to determine the acceptability of a ringer for 
listing on our 111:tst of MatsriaJ.s Acceptable for Use on Telephone Systems 
of REA Borrowers" 11 Minia.turlzed sets are usually equipped with single gong 
ringers to conseX've spaca, but their sound output is not usually as great 
as that of two=gong ringers0 Beicau.se of this 9 most single gong ringers on 
our List:, of Matari.ru.s are acceptable pnly as extension ringers., 

2 0 2 Loud Ringing Ri.ng@rs = ·wner.e a greater than norm.aJ. sound output is 
required, such ~ in noisy locations or outdoor locations» ''loud 

ringing beJ.ls" are .svailable :u1 both st:raight=line and tuned types.. These 
ringers usually ha:lfG the sarne bMic r.inge:r mechanism as a standard tw
gong rlnger intended for 100\.m:ting 1-:n a ¼lephone set, but are equipped with 
larger gongs and a w@athex· X'esistan.t housingo They haw substantially the 
same impedance» therefor~~ dra-w the aisme power as a standard ringer., and 
have approx1.mately the sam.e ringing r&1lgG as a standard ringero 

2 o J Tone Ringeirs = Tone ringers are hf1,sicru.ly ®lectro~coustical trans-
ducers» which oparata f"f'om ringing voltage., The applied voltage is 

converted into el~ct~ical voic~ frequency ton~s by eolid state circuitry, 
and the transducer (which in most designs is a modified telaphone ;;receiver 
unit) converts the electrical frequencies into acoustic outputo No fre
quency selective tons rlngera h&ve been developed to date, so tione ringing 
is not yet practical .for mal tiputy sys-wms o Tone ringers have been avail
able fo1:o a number of years but bec2use they e.re much more exp6nsi va than 
conventiona,l. ringers th2y haw bscan used very little by opeI"at1.ng telephone 
companies. Tone ringers can be dasigned to operate from relatively low 
voltagei ,such as 400 Hz ringb.ack tone., It is ru1ticipated that the next gen
eration of telephone scats will MV1$ this t;rpe of rlng®r0 The 400.,.cycle tone 
Fln~arB -would haw tl'Aei advant.aR:a of ooing <>l.ble to Wliili wice .f'r®qlJ!fflCY' repeaters 
to axtem,d ringing x\111n,giais., Tone &ctul.l:t,ed :ringer.~ haw betm available in 
station earner @~uipn.ant

1 
f'or &. nu.mb®r of ;y®UBo 
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2 .,4 Auxiliary Ringing Devices - Various types of auxilim7 audible 
aignal.sj visual signals» ring-up rela;fB» etco.9 &re avai.l&bla for 

a variety of applications., Virtually all of these devices will operate 
f'r001 20 Hz ringing voltage, but only a few of them Ell'® designed to re3POnd 
to other ringing .frequencies .. 

J., PREFERmm RINGING SYSTEM DESIGNS 

3 .. 1 The preferred ringing system designs are generally applicable to 
exchanges having burled cable loops of up to 4.300 olmw resistance., 

Ringing systems should be designed to provide fully salective ringing to 
all subscribers o Bridged ringing is the preferred standard for all lines 
except eight-party lines in order to minimize :noise., Di:rldsd rlnging should 
be used on ei ght=party lines with ringers assigned evenly 011A ea.ch side of 
the line to the extent practicable in order to elect,.rlcally b&J.ance the lineo 
When odd line fills cause exceasi ve noise 1 a dUfflJ'I\Y ringer should be added as 
described in paragraphs 4 .. 12 and 40121., Combinations of bridged and divided 
ringers on the same line should not be used because this invites cross ... ringing., 
Where projects are being upgraded, the .mm ringing system design should make 
the maximum practical use of existing equipment mi.ch atill appears on the 
List of Materials to avoid its premature :retiramento 

3 .. 2 The principal characteristics of preferNJd ringing syst,sii'IB for voice 
.frequency loops are summarized in Table 1,., Additional. details are 

given in the following paragraphso 

J.J The preferred one party ringing system consists principally of a de 
powered 20 Hz primary ringing generator and an equi:jy&J.®n.t standby 9 

dual interrupters, and a bridged straight-line biaaoo rl.nger in each t®le= 
phone set on voice frequency loops whose resist.1mce doae ~ot exceed 2000 
ohnls0 A 20 Hz tuned ringer should be used in e&eh s®t on voic® frequency 
loops exceeding 2000 ohms resistance instea.d of. a atraigh~lina ringero 
This type of exchange is likely to result only whan all telephone sets are 
being replaced. The 2000-ohm li.mi tation does not apply to t:u:imie carrier 
systems. 

J.4 The preferred ringing system for one and two-parly ®JOOhangss is 
bridged straight~line bi~a®d :ringe~s for on® pany lixn®~ up to 2000-. 

ohm loops, bridged 20 Hz tuned long loop iriR1g®rai f'o:r ru.1 talsphonia!S! en on~ 
party loops exceeding 2000 ohma, and bridged 20 an.cl )0 ~ t'tllned ringer~ for 
all two-party lines. Central office ®quipment for this system consists pri
marily of two sets of de powered electronic 20 and )0 Im rlnging geneX"ators 
and dual interrupters. 
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TABLE 1 

Preferred Ringing Methods 

Parties Type Ringers Connection Mode 
Per Straight 

Line Tuned Line Bridged Divided GURF NOTES 

For loops up to 
X X 2000 ohma 

resistance 

1 
For long cable 

20 Hz X loops 

Use tuned 20 Hz 
and 30 Hz ringers 

') 
'- X X and ringing 

generators 

X X 
I 

4 
GURF is preferred 
only if weak 

X X rings occur with 

i bridged rineers 
l 
I 

R X X 

J.5 The preferred ringing system for one, two-, and four- or one- and 
four-party exchanges is ,Q:ridged straight--line ringers on one party 

lines up to 2000 ohm loops, bridged tuned long loop 20 Hz ringers on one 
p;:irty loops exceeding 2000 ohms; bridged 20 and 30 Hz ringers on all two
party lines; and bridged 20, JO, 40, and 50 Hz tuned ringers on four-party 
lines. 

3.6 Specific recommended actions are,¥ follows: 

- 6 -
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J.61 Conversion of existing eight-~rty multi.frequency ringing to 
four-party. 

a. Reconnect, all ringE:irs for bridged ringing. 

b. Reta.:ln existing ringer~ except 6o, 66, and 66-2/3 Hz 
ringers, if in good condition and still listed on the 
List of Materials. · 

c. Retain existing ring:lng generators if lruitable (see 
paragraph 7.01). 

d. Discontinue the use of 60 Hz or high frequency ringing 
generators. 

e. Rework ringing circ:uitry of the switchboard and inter
rupters to p;r-ovide only four r:l,nging periods of 1 .25-
1 .40 seconds each. 

J.62 Conversion of existing l'l'P.tlti.p~J:"ty !ITU-ltifrequency ringing to 
oni;.i party ringing. 

a. Retain existing ringers except 6o, 66, and 66-.2/3 Hz, if 
suitable (see paragraph J.61b). 

b. Reconnect all ringers pridged. 

c. Retain existing r-inging generators if suitable (see 
para.graph 7.). · · 

d. Ring using four.fr~quency ringing generators (see 
paraeraph 7.oz3). 

e. Rework ringlng circu,itry of the switchboard and inter
rupters to provid,~ only f911r ri.ng:!..ng periods of 1 .25-
1 .40 seconds each. 

f. Discontinue ordering tuned ringers e,xcept "long loop" 
20 Hz tuned ringers for long loops o 

g. Order straight line bia~ed rj.pgers for all additions and 
replacements e:x;cept as stated in f o above. 

h. Provide enough agd;i.tional 29 Hz ringing capacity to eventually 
ring the entire office on the 20 Hz r:inging generator. (See 
paragraphs 7.02, 7.022, 7.023, and 7o03 through 7.10.) 

- 7 -
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ao Retain ex::lating ringing generators and ringers if 
suitableo (See paragraphs J.,61b .. and 1.01 o) 

ho Remove and discard superimposing bi.as supplies and 

cold cathode tubes from the telephone sets .. 

c., Ring, using a aingle-fraquenc;r, 20 Hz ringing generator., 

de Connect ringers bridged. 

J.64 All new equipment for one-party ringing. 

ao Ring with single frequency, 20 Hz ringing generator .. 

b. Use bridged straight-line ringers, on loops up to 
2000 ohms resistance. 

c. Use 20 Hz tuned ringers on loops exceeding 2000 ohms 

resistance. 

J.65 New equipment for two-party ringing. 

a. Ring with 20 and 30 Hz ringing genera.torso 

b. Use bridged 20 a,nd 30 Hz tuned ringers. 

J.66 New Equipment for four ... party ring:µig. 

a. Ring with four frequencies» do not use 6o Hz or a.bow. 

be Use bridged \,med ringer~. 

3.7 Ringing Limits 

3. 71 Actual ringing limits v.ary with ringing frequency, number of 

ringers, method of connection, type and make of ringers connected 

on the line, the mutual capacita,nce &1d resistance of the cable pair, and 

the ringing voltage applied at the central officeo All of these factors 

are too complex to be taken into account for each 11.m:1.ting condition .. The 

ringing limits stated herein are for bridgad ringing and allow a reasonable 

margin for manufacturing tolerances, aging of ringers, and deterioration 

of plant. Th0y a.re based on "normal" ringing voltages of 1 OS .P 11 o, 11 S, ~ 
125 volts r.~.s., respectively, for the four increasing frequencies of a 

series, (Harmonic, Synehromonic, or Dec:1,monic), and on both laboratory and 
field tests. Basically, ringing limits for the higher ringing .frequencies 
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are controlled by the mutual capacitance of the cable., Because the 
mutual capacitance of a cable varies linearly with the route length, a 
given number of rrdles 19-, 22-, or 24-gauge .083 mt cable has the same 
mutual capacitance but the resistance of each gauge is different. Divided 
.ringing limits are substantially greater than the limits for bridged 
ringing. 

J.8 Ringers which are listed as "Long Loop" ringers on page 11rb" of the 
List of Materials are required to ring on loops ranging from 2000 

to 4300 ohms of cable. Inn~ lo0p ringers have been tested and have been 
found to provide satisfactory ringing when bridged on the loops described 
in paragraph 3.9., Long loop ringers are not required to perform satis
factorily on loops less than 2000 ohms resistance but many of them 1J.ctually 
are satisfactory on loops ranging from O to 4300 ohms resistance. The 
List of Materials now includes only tuned long loop ringers. Bridged tuned 
ringers are preferred for 1, 2-, and 4-party service on long cable loops 
because they have greater margins of ringability, and are less likely to 
tap during dialing than are .straight-line ringers o The greater the number 
of ringer's installed per line the more difficult it becomes to provide satis
factory ringing. 

3.9 The standard long loop ringing design limit for bridged multiparty 
lines (2- and 4-party) is 4300 ohms* D66 loaded all 24-gauge cable 

(15 miles); 3800 ohms of all 22-gauge cable (22 miles); or 3000 ohms of 
all 19-gauge cable (JJ miles) when not more than six ringers are used per 
line. For single party lines the long loop bridged ringing design limit 
is 4800 ohms* of 24-gauge (17 miles) 1 4300 ohms of 22-gauge (24 miles)P 
or 3600 ohms (39 miles) of 19-gauge cable with three bridged 20 Hz ringers. 
With one bridged 20 Hz tuned ringer the limit is 3900 ohmB (42 miles) of 
19-gauge cable. All of these limits are based on ringability only. They 
do not cover ring trip or transmission limits. 

J.91 The ringing limits for mixed gauge loops can be determined with the 
aid of Figure 1 for 6 bridged tuned ringers, and Figure 2 for three 

bridged tuned 20 Hz ringers. Construction lines drawn parallel to each 
facility, out to the limit line, can be used to determine the limit for any 
make-up of cable loopo For example, in Figure 1~ construction line #1 shows 
that a loop consisting of 1700 ohms of 24~gauge~ and 2300 ohms of 22-gauge 
would have a dnging limit of L.ooo ohms, and a length of 102 kF. If sub
scribers are located beyond 102 kF, it would be necessary to replace some 
of the 22-gauge eable with 19-gaugeo The loop cou.ld be extended to 118 kF 
by reducing the 22-gauge cable to 1300 ohms and adding 750 ohms of 19-gauge 
as indicated by construction line #2e 

*Because of other considerations, 2- and 4-party loop designs are limited 
to 3800 ohms, and single party loop designs are JJ_rni ted to 4300 ohms o 

= 9 = 
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4. OTHER RINGING SYSTEMS 

4.1 Divided four .frequency ringing is recommended for all eight-party 
lines in order to obtain full selective ringing. The four lowest 

frequencies of the decirnonic series are preferred. The 60, 66, and 66-2/3 
Hz frequencies should not be used. 

4.11 The decimonic series of frequencies 20, 30, 40, and 50 Hz is pre
ferred tmless the system is already cornnr:.tted to one of the other 

aeries. If the synchromonic series is used, the lowest frequency should 
be 20 Hz. 

4.12 As indicated in paragraph 1.7, the connection of ringers from line 
to ground is objectionable because of noise considerations. Where 

the use of divided ringers is necessary (as on ejght-party lines) the normal 
assignment of subscribers may result in a different number and tuning fre
quency of ringers connected on one aide of the line than on the other side 
of the line. If such an occurrence results in objectionable noise with a 
one ringer unbalance, a dummy ringer should be connected from the other side 
of the line ta ground at the odd aubscribe~'s location to improve the balance 
of the line to ground. If because of extension ringers a greater than one 
ringer unbalance results, subscribers should be reassigned to different sides 
of the J ine as necessary to reduce the unbalance to not more than one ringer, 
then a dummy ringer should be added at the odd.ringer location. 

Ii. 121 A dummy ringer nrust be of the same frequency and type ~ the ringer 
it is to balance. Its gongs nrust be removed, and it should be 

mounted ir1 the basement or other protected (from the weather) inconspicuous 
location close to the station protector. If a sufficiently inconspicuous 
location cannot be found, the ringer must be mounted in a suitable enclosure. 

4 ,, . ' 11r,tnU' 11 l-iinging System 

/i.!1 "GIJciF" is an acronym meaning "grounded unlike ringing frequencies." 
'l'h·i0 system is a special type of divided ringing for 4-party lines 

which r·et,a1.m1 Lhe d.ngabili ty advantage, but ;ivoids the cross ringing 
problem of rev,ular divided ringing. On long cable loops, cable capacitance 
and voice frequency repeaters shunt some of the ringing energy to the 
opposite side of the line. This reduces the energy available to ring the 
ringer that is intended to be rung and causes a cross-ringing voltage to 
appear across the ringers connected between the other side of the line and 
ground. w11en there is a ringer on the nonringing side of the same frequency 
a:J th:.it br~inv, applied to the side which is intended to be rung, cross-ring
ing is likely to occur. 11GURF" is 11.mited to four parties per line but 
utilizes f'our ringing frequencies so that cross-ringing energy at any applied 
ringing frequency does not find any ringer tuned to. that frequ,~ncy on the 
nonringing side of the Jine. A typical "GURF" application to a four-party 

- 10 -
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line would be the assignement of 20 and So Hz ringers to "tip" 
and the assignment of 30 and 40 Hz ringers to "ring" partiese 
arrangement would be slightly poorer from noise considerations 
would a reeular divided connection which employed 20 and JO Hz 
on each side of the line. 

parties 
This 
than 
ringers 

4e22 "GURF" ringing is recommended on long four-party cable circuits 
if weak ringing is experienced with bridged ringing, provided the 

change from bridged to "GURF" does not produce excessive noiseo 

4.3 Warninc - Bridged Tap Isolators are not compatible with grounded 
ringers. 

4.4 Station Carrier Ringing Systems 

4.41 All station carrier systems presently available regenerate ringing 
signals at the subscriber terminal. The regenerated ringing signals 

need only be transmitted over the relatively short voice frequency portion 
of the circuit beyond the subscriber carrier terminal. Because of this all 
subscribers served by carrier are considered to be on short loops insofar 
as ringing is concerned. Satisfactory ringing should, therefore, not be a 
problem regardless of cable makeup or loop length if the carrier systems 
are operating within their prescribed transmission limits. A summary of 
station carrier ringing systems presently available is as follows: 

4.42 Multiparty Carrier Ringing Systems 

4.h21 On some systems the carrier subscriber ternrl.nal regenerates the 
same frequency at nearly the same voltage as fed into the central 

office terminal. Using standard tuned ringers, systems of this 'type offer 
up to five-party fully selective ringing on a bridged basis, or up to ten
party fully selective divided ringing. 

4.422 One system superimposes voice frequency marker tones on the outputs 
of each ringing generator at the central officeo A frequency selec

tive tone detector, at the subscriber station, activates a standard straight
line biased ringer upon receipt of t.he proper marker tone. Fi veaparty fully 

selective ringing is possible with this system, even though standard straight

line biased ringers are usedo 

4.43 Single Party Carrier Ringing System 

4.431 Most station carrier equipment designed for single party service 
utilizes standard straight-line biased rlngerso The central office 

tenninal accepts staodard ringing signals which are reproduced at the sub

scriber terminal. 

.. 11 -
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4.432 One exception to the above is a system where the entire subscriber 
carrier terminal is built into the telephone set. This system 

accepts any ringing frequency at the central office, but alerts the sub
scriber by a built-in tone ringer. 

4.44 Specific information on carrier system ringing should be obtained 
from the instruction manual of the particular carrier system 

involved .. 

5 • SPECIAL SITUATIONS 

S.1 Predominantly long open wire circuits 

S.11 Ringing limits on predominantly open wire circuits are controlled 
more by leakage than by resistance or capacitancee With high leak~ 

age resistance (approaching infinity) the ringing mileage limit for open 
wire would be several times greater than that for cable plant. However, 
from practical design considerations, the open wire ringing limit must be 
predicated on the relatively low leakage resistance of open wire plant 
that can occur under wet conditions. This reduces the open wire ringing 
limit to about 50 miles. 

5.2 Cable Loops Exceeding the Limitations of Paragraph J.9. 

S.21 Use "GURF" with not more than six ringers on two- or four-party 
lines. 

S.22 On one party lines without extension ringers, use divideq ringing 
with a tuned ringer connected through break contacts of the hook 

switch. This arrangement provides the greater ringing range of divided 
ringing, but avoids the noise problem by removing the ringer from the 
circuit when the handset is "off hook. 11 

5.23 On one party lines with one or more extension ringers, use 6o Hz 
tuned ringers connected through the contacts of a ring-up relay 

to apply 110 volts 60 Hz commercial power to the ringers when 20 Hz ring
ing voltage is applied to the line. With this arrangement, ringing range 
depends only on the sensitivity of the bridged relay. Sufficient enerr,Y 
must be supplied over the loop to actuate the relay armature and contacts. 
The number of ringers that c;m be rung at a station with this arrangement 
is limited only by the 60 Hz current rating of the relay contacts. 

6. CENTRAL OFFICE RrnGING EQUIPMENT 

601 The functions of central office ringing equipnent are to: (1) Pro
vide sufficient ringing generator power of the proper fi'equency and 

voltage; (2) code the outputs into suitable ringing and silent periods.and 
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apply them to the proper side of the called party's line; (3) provide 
ring-back tone to the calling pa,rty indicating that the called party's 
line is being rung; and (4) provide ring-trip (a change from the ring:1.ng 
condition to the talld.ng condition) when the called party answers. 

6.2 The equi:rnent usually includes primary and standby ringing generators, 
interrupters, tone generators, ringing generator frequency meter 

and voltmeter ( and in some instances, ballast lamps), along with centra:t 
office equipment circuitry, such as standby transfer circuits, ringing 
relays, and minor and major- alarms. 

6.) Ringing generators provide up to five stabilized ringing frequencies 
of sufficient power to carry the office ringL"lg load. A standby 

ringing generator is provided for backup in case of failure of the primary 
equipnent. A minor alarm occurs in case of primary ringing generator fail
ure, and a major alarm occurs in cq.ses where both primary and staudby units 
fail. A transfer circuit is provided to automatically transfer the ringing 
generator load to the standby when failure of a primary generator occurs. 

6.4 Ringback tone is provided by a tone oscillator that generates tones 
complying with DDD requirementso 

6.S The interrupter interrupts ringing generator volta€e to the called 
party's line and ringback tone to the calling party's line (except 

on some revertive calls) to produce a silent period during the ringing 
cycleo Experience has shown that the duration of the ring is an important 
factor in obtaining satisfactory ringing, especially on long loops. It 
takes a short but finite time to charge the capacitance of the loop and 
for the clapper vibration to build up sufficient amplitude to strike the 
gongso A short duration rL~g coupled with a relatively low sound output 
caused by reduced voltage across the ringer on long loops can result in 
subscriber complaints. To prevent this situation interrupter cycles should 
provide two-second ringing periods with single frequency ringing, and not 
less than 1 o 25 second rin~ periods in a 6-.,second ?zcle with four-frequency 
ringing. Five-frequency ringing requires either a longer cycle or shorter 
ringing period, therefore, should be avoided where practicable. In some 
switchboards the ringing load is split so that ringing power is available 
to only a portion of the connectors in a switchboard at any one time {tald.ng 
advantage of the silent period). This reduces ringing power requirements, 
but is not normally furnished in switchboards having less than 2000~3000 
connector terminals. A transfer circuit is provided to automatically trans
fer from the regular to the standby interrupter if the regular interrupter 
fails., 

7. RINGING GENERATOR EQUIPMENT 

7.01 Ringing generators selected from the List of Ma:tsrials are required 
for all new installations. These generators comply with REA Speci

fication PE-40. For conversions of existing systems~ ringing generators 
complying with PE-40 and static magnetic types may be retained if in good 
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condition and suitable for the proposed syatema All vibrators and other 
types of ringing generators should be replacedo 

7o02 Ringing generator equipment purchased in conjunction with upgrading 
an exchange should norm.ally be large enough to carry its anticipated 

part of the off:lce load for a period of 15 years~ provided th.:ts does not 

require single frequency generators larger than SO watts capacity or multi
frequency generators larger than 25 watts per frequencyo When ordering 

ringing generator equipment, the minimwn power needed for each ringing fre
quency initially and for the 1 S-year requirement should be specified by the 
borrower or its engineer. It is not necessary for the power rating of each 
frequency generator to be the same. Power boosters that can be applied to 
any frequency are available with most types of solid state equipment. It 

is also practical to operate ringing generators in parallel, and to split 
the load in the interrupter and switchboard circuitryo These options pro
vide the COE supplier with considerable flexibility that would enable him 
to meet the requirements in the most economical manner. 

7.021 In single frequency exchanges where the initial requirements exceed 
25 but are well below So watts and the 15-yea:r requirements are 

well above 50 watts, a So-watt, generator (plus standby) should be purchased 
initially. When load growth makes the SO-watt generator inadequate the 
load should be split and further purchases of ringing generators should be 
deferred until th.is arrangement. is no longer adequate. 

7 0022 In nmltifrequency exchanges, where the initial requirements exceed 
15 watts per frequency, but are less than 25 watts, and the 15-

year requirements are well above 25 watts per frequency, 25-watt generators 
( plus standbys) should be pw:-chased initially., When load growth makes the 
?5-watt generators inadequate power boosters should be added to the over
loadl:'d generat.orso 

7 0023 Where multiparty, multifrequency ringing systems are being upgraded 
tc, one party, the fifth fre~uency ( highest frequency) generator 

should be ·:lisconnect,edo T:h.e resulting four .frequency system can then be 

provided wjth a 6-second interrupter cycle ha.ving ringing periods with a 
nrinimum 'luration of 1 .25 secondso (See paragraph 6050) 

7.0231 SoJ.id state ringing generators are usually capable of being tuned 
to fil!Y ringing frequency by simple strappingso Therefore, if the 

existing ringing generators are retunable, the fifth frequency (highest 
frequency) p:enerator should be ili.sconnected~ retuned to 20 Hz~ then recon
nected in parallel with the ex.isting 20 Hz generator when needede I-t; is not 

practicable. to do this with other types of ringing generators. 
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7.0) The minimum size of 20 Hz ringing generators rec01lll'i'l8nded for 
single frequency excha."lges is 25 watts., Fifteen-watt generators 

should not be used. 

7.04 In sizing 20 Hz ringing generators for exchanges being upgraded 
from multiparty to one party, it should be kept in mind that para

graph J.62(f) requires 20 Hz long loop tuned ringers on ail loops exceeding. 
2000 ohms, and paragraph J.,62(g) states that straight-line :ringers should 
generally be ordered for all replacements and additions on shorter loops. 
This will gradually increase the load on the 20 Hz ringing generator, unless 
the upgrading involves conversion of a large number of voice frequency loops 
to carrier operation. If the upgrading includes conversion to pushbutton 
dialing, new telephone sets will normally be required., All of these new 
sets should be equip-yed with straight-line or 20 Hz long loop tuned ringers .. 

7. 05 Power requirements for ringing generqtors should be based on the 
sizing criteria set forth in this section and should be specified 

by the borrower or the borrower's ~ngineer. Ring:i.ng power specified should 
be adequate for the number and geographic distribution of ringers expected 
to be connected to the ex.change by the end of the period under consideration. 
The 15-year nwnber of ringers should be estimated to be JO percent greater 
than the expected number of main stations. 

7.06 The criteria fpr sizing COO ringing pla.~t are divided into three 
categories, based on the lon est ].pp distance of an subscriber 

served on a voice frequt=>..ncy basts a t- e nciii ',r o rJ.ngers, as date ed 
in paragraph 7.05. Ringing generator loatjs per ringer for cable plant vary 
with calling rates, answer tim~s, loop lengths, ringing frequency, number 
of ringers per line, and applied voltageo Because each of these factors 
can vary over wide limits it is difficult to accurately determine a .realistic 
figure for the electrical load per ringer. Measurements of actual power 
required to ring specific makes and ty-pes of bridged ringers on specific 
loops have been made as a starting poi.."lt. Values for t.he factors stated 
above have been developed empirically and have been applied to the measured 
power values to arrive at realistic, but ~o;nservati ve figures for design 
purposes on a "watts per ringer" basis~ The resulting pcn>l'er per ringer 
figures shown in Table 2 have been determined in this manner. It is only 
necessary to determine ~hether subscrii:>er distribution is within (a) zero 
to 10 route miles; (b) zero to 16 route miles; or (c) zero to 26 route miles. 
Then the normal COO ringing power requirement per frequency can be determ..i.ned 
from Table 2, based on the number of ringers~ For example, an all one party 
20 Hz exchange central office designed to serve (in 15 years) 1000 subscribers 
within 10 m.iles, and 300 between 10 and 16 miles, would be assumed to have 
1000 + 300 + .JO ( 1 JOO) "" 1690 ringers within 16 miles of the CO. Table 2 
shows a SO-watt 20 Hz ringing generator would be requiredo A second example 
would be an exchange having 200 one-party subscribers ( wi. th straight-line 
ringers) within 1 0 miles of the CO, 200 one party (with 20 Hz tuned ringers) 
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within 16 miles of the CO, and 1200 four-party subscribers within 16 
miles of the CO, assigned equally among the 20, JO, 40~ and 50 Hz 
frequencieso This exchange would be assumed to have~ 

200 + .JO (200) = 260 Straight-line ringers 
200 + 030 (200) = 260 20 Hz long loop tuned ringers 
JOO+ .30 (300) = 390 20 Hz tuned ringers 
JOO+ .JO (JOO) "'390 JO Hz tuned ringers 
300 + .JO (300) = 390 40 Hz tuned ringers 
300 + .JO (300) = 390 50 Hz tuned ringers 

From Table 2 the 260 straight=line ringers within 10 route miles of the 
CO and the 650 20 Hz tuned ringers within 16 route miles of the CO, could 
be served from the same 25~watt 20 Hz eeneratoro The JO, 40, and 50 Hz 
rinp;ec"s could be served from 25-watt JO, 40, a11d 50 Hz generc1torso In 
small multipn.rty exchanges 15-watt 20 Hz generators may he used if within 
the limits of Table 2, but 3 15-watt generator should ~ be considered 
for a small sinr,le frequency exchange. 

7 .061 If in the above example some of the 50 Hz subsc.ribers had been 
Jocated more than 16 miles from the CO, the 390 50 Hz ringers 

would reriuire :1 SO-watt ;,:enerator, or a 25=watt generator with a 25-watt 
booster. In this instance the ex:pected 10-.vear load should be determined. 
If the 10-year requirement could be h:illdled by a ?5-watt generator, it 
would probably be more economical to purchase 25-watt eenerators initially 
and add a power booster to the 50 Hz generator at a later dateo 

7 .07 The sizing criteria for the three categories are shown below in 
Table 2o Table 2 assumes that the ringing load is not split. This 

i.s usually the case for switchboards of up to 2000-3000 lineso If the 
switchboard is arranged to provide ringing power to only a certain group 
or rroups of the connectors during each ringing period (for example, to 
only l/2 or 1/4 of the connectors) the power requi!'ed would be reduced 
accordincly ( to only 1 /2 or 1 /l.1 of that shown in the last column of Table 
2) C 

'/ .Oi1 Where the number of ringers exceeds the quantities s'.•~O'WTJ. in Table 2, 
the addition.:il power required should be calculated using the appro

priate watts per rinr,cr :is indicated in Table 2 o 

70081 When office requirements reach 90% of the capacity of existing ring-
ing Generator.s, consideration should be given to the method of best 

increasing ringing power output. The maximum ringing loads should be deter
mined by a number of measurements of actual power drain during tusy hours of 
of the busy period of the yearo The approximate power can be determined 
from two voltmetRr measurements as indicated in Fie-a.re J. An electronic 
voltmeter (VTVM) with a 0-3-volt scale should be used to accurately measure 
the voltage drop across the 1 ohm resistor. The tolerance oft.he 1 ohm 
resistor when hot should r.ot exceed:!: 5% of the nominal. 
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I 

Rineer 
Frequency 
Assignment 

---
Single Frequency 
Ringing Systems 

Straight I.ine 
(20 Hz) and 

20 Hz Tuned Ring--
er-s 

---
Multi frequency 
Ringing Sys·tems 

Tuned.Ringers 
16-2/J, 20 Hz 

25, JO, 33-1/J Hz 

40, 42 Hz 

50, 54 Hz 

TABLE 2 

RINGING POWER REQUIREMENT 

(Bridged Ringers - All Cable Plant) 

0 - 10 0 - 16 
Route M.iles Route Miles 

(a) (b) 

Power per Maxinnnn Power Maxi.mum 
Ringer Nwnber of Ringer Nu.,":lber of 
(Watts) Ringe;rs (Watts) :lingers 

1250 1090 
.02 2500 0023 2175 

5000 4350 

750 652 
.02 1250 0023 1090 

2500 2175 

O - 26 
Route Miles 

(c) 

Power per Marl.'llWl1 
Ringer Number of 
(Watta) Rimzers 

850 
.OJ 1700 

3400 

500 
.03 850 

1700 -
455 375 300 

.033 757 0040 625 .,05 500 
1514 1250 1000 

1.d 7 326 250 
.OJ6 693 .046 543 006 417 

1386 1086 834 

333 273 200 
.045 555 .055 455 .015 333 

1110 910 667 

➔~Use 50-watt generator and divide the load in the interrupter or ringing relays. 

Power 
Require-
ments Per 
Frequency 

{Watts) 

25 
50 · 

1 O()i4, 

15 
25 
50 

15 
25 
50 

15 
25 
50 
15 
25 
50 
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7.082 If the original generators are in good condition and comply with 
H.EA Specification PE,...hO, they should remain in service with new 

equipment supplementing rather than replacing them. In selecting new 
generators, careful consideration must be given to future growth potential 
of the office in addition to initial equipment costs; e.g., an office 
using 20 Hz single frequency ringing, with 1125 ringers assigned within 
0-10 miles, wight normally purchase a second 25-watt machine at this stage, 
or provide a 25-35-watt booster, extending capability to 2,500 ringers 
within 0-10 miles. No firm rule can be provided for selection of additional 
ringing generators. Each case should be judged on its merits. 

,.09 The simultaneous ringing of a number of lines is sometimes required 
for fire or other alarm purposes. The power requirements for the 

sim1tl taneous ringing of lines is shown for each ringing frequency on a per 
line l1a0ir, in Table J. The ringing load per frequency on each simultaneous 
rinr:inr: li.ne should be added to determine the total power requirement per 
rinr,inp: frequency. The number and type of lines used for simultaneous 
rinr:inr: Rhould be estimated, allowi.nr: for ample system growth. The power 
requirc,d for the simul tancous ringing of lines should be added to the normal 
CID power requirement for rinv,ing as determined from Table 2 to determine 
what size equipment should be ordered. 

7. 10 Power requirements should be specified on REA Form 558c - Part III, 
"Specifications, Detailed Central Office Equiµnent Requirements," 

in the 11;-, 25-, or 50-watt sizes where practicable, for each ringing fre
quency neP.dcd in mul tifrequency ringing systems, and 25-, or SO-watt sizes 
for sinr;l c frequency rine;ing systems. Where the 15-year power requirement 
exceeds 50 watts per frequency after making maxirm.un use of load splitting, 
central office equipment suppliers should be requested to reconnnend the 
combination of units which are optimum for the anticipated gro.,-th of the 
system, and the borrower's choice should be incorporated in the cent.ral 
office equipment specifjcations. 

B. MISCELLANEOUS CONSIDEHATIONS 

a.1 When .'.lI1 existinr, multiparty multifrequency T.P.S. exchange is upgraded 
to one p.'.lrty, paragraphs J. 62 ( f) and ( r,) recommend phasing-out tuned 

ringers (except for 20 Hz on long loops) in favor of 20 Hz strair,ht-line 
ringers. In some instances of upgrades of this type the frequency marking 
leads h1.ve been tied tor,ether to simplify record keeping. This procedure is 
not recommended because it co.n result in serious ringing overloads, and 
would nrcclude the ivactual change=over to straight-line (and 20 Hz tuned) 
ringers. 
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Ringing 
1''requency 
Assignment 

16-2/J, 20 

25, 30, 

33-1/3 

40, 42, 

so, 54 

REA TE & CM-212 

SOOJLTANEOUS _B,INGING-POWER REQUIRE){ENT PER LINE 

( Bridged Ringers - All Cable Plant) 

Maximum Nwnbe r Distance Power Per 
of Rineers Per from CO Line 

Line (Miles) (Watts) 

2 0-5 1.0 
5-10 LS 

6 0-5 1.5 
5-10 2.0 

6 10-16 2.5 
16-26 J.o 

2 0-5 l.5 
5-10 2 .. 0 

6 0-5 2.0 
5-10 2.5 

6 10-16 4.o 
16-26 40 75 

6 0-5 J.5 
5-10 4.1.! 
10-16 6.1 
16-26 B.o 
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8.2 A ringing generator frequency meter and voltmeter are required to 
be furnished by the central office equipment supplier. These 

meters may be portable units carried by the maintenance man or panel 
mounted units. The latter is preferred to maintain calibration of the 
inst:n.uoonts. They are used primarily for routine maintenance of the 
equipment. Voltmeters should be accurate to within .t 5% over the range 
of ringing frequencies involvedo Frequency meters should be accu,rate to 
within± 1/J cycle. Reed-type frequency meters are recommended for systems 
usinr, tuned ringers. 

B.J Ballast lmnps provide a high source impedance, but cause poor ringing 
system voltage regulation. In the past, they were necessary with 

cert:,in low interntl impedance generators to prevent damage to the generator 
if it rang into a short circuit. Ballast lamps should not be used with 
PE-40 ringinv, generators which are self-protecting on overloads. 
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